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Abstract

The environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) hypothesis proposes that there is an inverted U-shape

relation between environmental degradation and income per capita. Various explanations for this

phenomenon have been put forward and some authors argue that important explanatory variables

are omitted from conventional EKC estimates. Inclusion of these omitted variables is argued to

increase the estimated "turning point" - the level of GDP per capita above which environmental

degradation is declining. In this paper we use a new cross-section/time-series data base of sulfur

emissions for a wide range of developed and developing countries. The methodology involves

estimating EKCs for subsets of this database as well as for the sample as a whole. The results show

that estimating an EKC using data for only the OECD countries, as has often been the case, leads to

estimates where the turning point is at a much lower level than when the EKC is estimated using data

for the World as a whole. The paper explores possible explanations of these results using Monte

Carlo analysis, and other statistical tests.We conclude that the simple EKC model is fundamentally

misspecified and that there are omitted variables which are correlated with GDP.
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1. Introduction

The environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) hypothesis proposes that there is an inverted U-shape

relation between various indicators of environmental degradation and income per capita. A number

of theoretical explanations for this relationship have been put forward (e.g. Pezzey, 1989; Lopez,

1994; Selden and Song, 1995) but not empirically tested. Recently, a number of empirical studies

have examined whether particular additional variables are responsible for the EKC relationship

(Stern, 1998). These researchers either argue that income and income squared are merely proxies

for the true underlying variables or that additional explanatory power is contributed by the additional

variables. However, there has been little systematic effort to test whether the basic EKC model is

adequately specified. The finding that a specific variable helps explain the pattern of emissions or

concentrations is subject to potential omitted variables bias. The number of diagnostic statistics used

in EKC studies has increased over time (Stern, 1998). But the results of these tests have only been

used to select estimators and not to question whether the basic EKC model is correctly specified.

A recent paper by Dijkgraaf and Vollebergh (1998) represents a departure from this trend. The

study estimates EKCs for carbon emissions for a panel data set of OECD countries and individual

time series for each of the countries in the panel. The authors find that the coefficients in the

individual time series regressions vary widely. They found linear, inverted-U shaped, U shaped, and

cubic EKCs in the individual countries vs. an inverted U in the sample as a whole. They also found

that in only some countries were the residuals serially correlated while the panel estimate had serially

correlated residuals. The conclusion is that there is not a meaningful EKC for carbon emissions while

there are some meaningful relations between income and emissions in individual countries.

The majority of EKC studies, with the exception of carbon emissions studies, are estimated using

emissions data for some or most OECD countries or concentrations data for a variety of cities

primarily in developed countries. These regressions typically show turning points - i.e. the level of

income above which pollution declines - well within the sample. Interestingly, estimated turning

points for carbon EKCs are usually far above the maximum GDP in the sample. The usual

explanation for this is that carbon does not have local pollution impacts and has therefore not been

regulated, while emissions such as sulfur have obvious and more localized impacts and have been

subject to regulation (Shafik, 1994). But the Dijkgraaf and Vollebergh (1998) EKC (estimated with



fixed time and country effects), which is limited to OECD countries, has a turning point at 54% of

maximal GDP in the sample.

It is possible, that due to omitted variables, turning point estimates from regressions using only

developed country data may be biased downwards - assuming that there is an EKC relationship of

some sort.1 For example, trade specialization may be a significant factor in explaining the differences

in emissions among countries (Stern et al., 1996). Developed countries will tend to be specialized

towards the production of capital and knowledge intensive goods while developing countries will

tend to be specialized towards the production of labor and resource intensive goods. Ceteris

paribus, emissions will be lower in developed countries and higher in developing countries.

However, this is not an EKC type relation, because as economic growth proceeds though some

countries might "outsource" their pollution to other countries, some countries must still be specialized

towards resource intensive production. If pollution is being reduced in some countries by this type of

"shell game" then eventually there will be no countries to which polluting production can be

redirected. If this is the case, then the EKC is an illusion as regards its implications for the

development of the world economy (Stern et al., 1996). In this type of world, estimation of an

EKC using just developed country data will suggest that pollution reduction is easier than it is in fact

for the World as a whole.

Sulfur emissions and concentrations are one variable for which there is evidence from a number of

authors on the existence of an inverted U-shape EKC (e.g. Grossman and Krueger, 1995; Shafik,

1994; Panayotou, 1995; Selden and Song, 1994). Therefore it is of particular interest to examine

this variable in a study of the possible downwards bias of existing estimates. Also, simultaneity issues
(Stern et al., 1996) will be less important than they might be for energy, CO2, or deforestation

EKCs (Stern, 1998). In principle, sulfur can be removed using "end of pipe" technologies. Also,

substitution away from coal or high-sulfur coal is far easier than substitution away from fossil fuels in

general. Therefore, changes in sulfur emissions are less likely to drive GDP growth than are changes
in energy use, CO2 emissions etc.

In this paper we make use of a new data set on sulfur emissions (A.S.L. and Associates, 1997).

This database includes emissions of sulfur from burning hard coal, brown coal, and petroleum, and

sulfur emissions from mining and smelting activities for most of the countries of the world from 1850

to 1990. Estimated emissions are based on the use of these fuels and the level of mining activity,

estimated sulfur content and estimated sulfur retention or removal from waste streams. These data

have been compiled due to the strong interest in the role of sulfur emissions in affecting global

                                                
1 Panayotou (1993) uses data for a large number of countries to estimate a sulfur EKC. However, this turning

point estimate is biased downwards because of use of ordinary exchange rates in place of PPP data and a cross-

section dataset in place of a panel dataset .



temperatures, primarily in the northern hemisphere, in the last century and a half (Mitchell et al.,

1995; Santer et al., 1996b; Kaufmann and Stern, 1997). Previous time series (e.g. Dignon and

Hameed, 1989; Hameed and Dignon, 1992; Kato, 1996; Stern and Kaufmann, 1996) were not

available at this resolution either temporally or spatially or were confined to certain countries and

regions (e.g. OECD, 1994; US EPA, 1995). Previous EKC analyses of sulfur have used either

ambient concentrations (e.g. Grossman and Krueger, 1995; Shafik, 1994), cross sectional

emissions estimates (Panoyotou, 1993), or data from mainly OECD countries in the 1970s and

1980s (Selden and Song, 1994). Our global EKC estimates use data for all countries that have a full

set of sulfur and GDP per capita data (from the Penn World Table) for 1960-90. There are 74 such

countries. The list of countries is in the Appendix. The countries include around 81% of the world

population in 1990.

The next section of the paper reviews the literature on sulfur EKCs with particular attention to

estimated turning points. Subsequent sections investigate potential bias using regressions for the

world as a whole, OECD, and non-OECD samples, Monte Carlo analyses, and time series

regressions for individual countries.

2. Literature Review of Sulfur EKCs

A number of authors have estimated environmental Kuznets curves for sulfur (Cole et al., 1997; de

Bruyn, 1997; de Bruyn et al., 1998; Grossman and Krueger, 1991; Kaufmann et al., 1998;

Panayotou, 1993, 1995, 1997; Selden and Song, 1994; Shafik, 1994; Shafik and Bandyopadhyay,

1992; Shukla and Parikh, 1992; Torras and Boyce, 1996; Vincent, 1997). In this section, we

review the various estimates. The results are summarized in terms of turning points. Stern et al.

(1996) argued that higher turning points are found for regressions using purchasing power parity

exchange rates and emissions relative to regressions using market exchange rates and ambient

concentrations. These factors need to be controlled for when we examine the impact on the

estimated turning point of different temporal and geographical samples and additional explanatory

variables. Therefore, we pay particular attention to the countries and time periods in each sample,

whether sulfur is measured in terms of emissions or in terms of ambient concentrations, whether

GDP is measured in ordinary exchange rates or in purchasing power parity terms, and which

additional explanatory variables (besides GDP and GDP squared) are included in the model. These

attributes are summarized in Table 1. Other attributes are listed in Stern (1998).

It is not possible to calculate relevant turning points for all the studies listed above. For example,

some of the studies do not use a conventional quadratic or cubic specification (e.g. de Bruyn et al.,

1998). The majority of the remaining studies use concentrations data, usually based on the GEMS

database. This database comprises ambient measurements from a  variety of sites in various cities in

many countries during different periods of time. All estimates of the turning point using concentration



data are less than $5000 with the exception of the Kaufmann et al. (1998) estimate. Kaufmann et

al. (1998) used an unusual specification which includes GDP per area and GDP per area squared

variables. Of the emissions based estimates Panayotou (1993) estimates the lowest turning point  -

$2894. However, his single cross-section of data was based on the consumption of different fuels

under the assumption that emissions coefficients are the same in all countries. Also, he measured

income using market exchange rates resulting in a lower turning point ceteris paribus. Both Selden

and Song (1994) and Cole et al. (1997) use databases that are dominated by, or consist solely of,

emissions from OECD countries. Their estimated turning points are $6000 and $8700 respectively.

All these turning points are far lower than our estimate reported in the last row of the table and

discussed in the next section of the paper.

3. Global, OECD, and non-OECD EKC Estimates

a. Data and Econometric Methods

The data are described above and in the Appendix. An additional point of interest is that ASL's

estimated emissions for many developed countries, such as West Germany, Canada, Sweden, and

Japan, differ substantially from the better known OECD estimates. UK and US data are similar in

both databases. OECD estimates for the former group of countries tend to overestimate emissions

in the early 1970s and underestimate emissions in the late 1980s and the 1990s relative to the ASL

data. The ASL data show much smaller reductions in emissions over time for these countries. In the

case of Sweden emissions rise over time instead of declining. Also Vincent (1997) shows a steep

decline in Malaysian emissions between 1988 and 1989 due to a switch to gas-fired electricity

generation. The ASL data show a big increases in emissions from coal burning at exactly the same

point in time. The complete dataset of 2294 observations is presented in Figure 1. Generally

emissions rise with income though there is some sign of a decline at high income levels. The outliers

at the upper right are Kuwait which had both very high income and emissions in the 1960s. Omitting

Kuwait from the sample does not significantly alter the results reported in this paper.

We estimate a logarithmic quadratic EKC for World, OECD, and non-OECD samples. We use

both fixed effects and random effects models with both country and time effects. Both dependent

(emissions per capita) and independent (PPP GDP per capita) variables are in natural logarithms.

The model is given by:

ln(S/P)it = αi   +  γt  +  β1 ln(GDP/P)it    +  β2 (ln(GDP/P))2
it   +  εit  (1)

where S is sulfur emissions in tonnes of sulfur, P is population, ε is a random error term, the αi  are

country specific intercepts, the γt are time specific intercepts, and the countries are indexed by i and



the time periods by t. The time specific intercepts should account for some time varying omitted

variables and stochastic shocks that are common to all countries. They may help reduce the degree

of serial correlation in the remaining residual. The turning point level of income is calculated by τ =
exp( -β1 / (2 β2) ).

The fixed effects model treats the αi and γt as regression parameters. In practice, the means of each

variable for each country are subtracted from the data for that country and the mean for all countries

in the sample in each individual time period is also deducted from the observations for that period.

Then OLS is used to estimate the regression with the transformed data. The random effects model
treats the αi and γt as components of the random disturbance. The residuals from an OLS estimate

of the model with a single intercept are decomposed and used to transform the variables. More

details are provided by Hsiao (1986).

If there is correlation between the effects αi and γt and the explanatory variables then the random

effects model cannot be estimated consistently (Mundlak, 1978; Hsiao, 1986). Only the fixed

effects model can be estimated consistently. The extent of such bias in the random effects estimate

can be tested using a Hausman (1978) test. This test compares the slope parameters estimated for

fixed effects and random effects models. A significant difference indicates that the random effects

model is estimated inconsistently. It is our contention that omitted variables will be accounted for by

the country and time effects in the model. Therefore the Hausman test can be used as an indication

of bias due to omitted variables. To make sure of this interpretation we also use Monte Carlo

analysis (section 3c.) and individual country regressions (section 4.).

b. Econometric Results

The results are presented in Table 2. First we examine the results for the World as a whole. This

EKC has an inverted U shape for both random and fixed effects formulations. Adjusted R2 is not

comparable for the fixed effects and random effects models as the dependent variable is

transformed differently in the two cases. The Hausman test indicates that the effects are correlated

with the explanatory variables so that the random effects model cannot be estimated consistently.

Both models (fixed and random effects) show strong serial correlation. This too is an indication of

serious misspecification. The Durbin Watson test can also be used as a cointegration test (Engle and

Granger, 1987). The critical value at the 5% level is 0.35. The World model residuals are just on the

borderline between cointegration and non-cointegration. Lack of cointegration indicates that

integrated (random walk or I(1)) variables that are necessary to provide an adequate model of the

data are omitted or possibly that irrelevant integrated variables have been included in the model.

The time effects show a decline in emissions ceteris paribus (Figure 2). The average rate of decline

is 1.5% per annum. These time effects do not point to sudden declines associated with events such



as the oil price shocks and the LRTAP protocols of the 1980s in Europe, but instead to more subtle

variations imposed on a long run decline. The implied turning point is very high by the standards of

the existing literature - $78703.

These results suggest two propositions:

1. When data for a large number of developing countries are included in the EKC a much

higher turning point results than in previous studies that use just OECD data. Essentially the global

EKC is monotonic as the estimated turning point is far above all countries' income levels except

1960s Kuwait. This result is in line with results for carbon emissions (Dijkgraaf and Vollebergh,

1998). We will test this hypothesis by estimating regressions for OECD and non-OECD sub-

samples of the data. Also the Hausman test indicates that there may be omitted variables correlated

with the country effects. This suggests a potential role for variables that have different values in

different countries - for example the effects of trade specialization on the EKC relationship. The

possible importance of trade effects is suggested by the high turning point. When we estimate an

EKC using an almost complete global data set the possibility of declining global emissions through

increases in income alone appears to be an illusion.

2. The time effects (Figure 2) result in the extraction of a stochastic time trend or signal from

the data. The fluctuations around this trend may be related to the business cycle as suggested by de

Bruyn et al. (1998). But the results do not point to a major role for energy prices in producing EKC

type behavior as hypothesized by Moomaw and Unruh (1997), Unruh and Moomaw (1998) and de

Bruyn et al. (1998). The decline in emissions had set in before 1973. On the other hand, the serial

correlation tests show that there are time-dependent variables that are not accommodated by this

single global stochastic time trend. There may be variables with different serially correlated or

integrated trends in different countries.

These propositions are further examined in the remainder of the paper. The first investigation is the

estimation of an EKC for the 23 OECD countries alone. In this case the random effects estimator is

consistent - variations in country effects among the OECD countries are not correlated with the

income variables. There is however, severe serial correlation and a lack of cointegration. There

clearly could therefore be omitted integrated variables. The time effects (Figure 2) do show a sharp

decline in the mid-1980s but emissions have tended to increase again, ceteris paribus. The overall

rate of decline is very low.  Again the EKC has the inverted-U shape. The turning point is very much

lower than for the global model: $9201. This turning point is well within sample. This result is in line

with previous studies such as Selden and Song (1994) and shows that differences between our data

and OECD data are not the reason for the very high estimate of the global turning point.



The 51 non-OECD countries dominate the sample and so their results are mostly similar to those for

the World as a whole. As in the case of the World model,  the random effects model cannot be

consistently for the non-OECD countries. The estimated turning point is extremely high - $131867 -

almost double the turning point for the global sample. The EKC is therefore monotonic for the non-

OECD countries. The estimated time effects (Figure 2) are very similar to those estimated for the

global sample. Emissions decline strongly over time though emissions increase strongly with rising

income levels. Serial correlation is very strong but marginally less severe than for the global model.

The adjusted R2 statistics can be compared across the three subsamples. The coefficient of

determination is greater in the OECD subsample than in the World sample but slightly lower in the

non-OECD subsample than in the sample as a whole. An F test can be calculated for both the

random effects and fixed effects models and is reported in Table 2. As the random effects model is

not consistently estimated the Chow test for the fixed effects model is most relevant. The null

hypothesis that there is a single world EKC model can be easily rejected at 5% or 2% levels but not

at a 1% level of significance.

As the estimated residuals show a very high degree of serial correlation we also estimated models

using first differences (Table 3):

∆ln(S/P)it = α  +   β1 ∆ln(GDP/P)it    +  β2 ∆[(ln(GDP/P))2]it   +  εit  (2)

In this case the constant represents the mean rate of technical progress. The goodness of fit of these

models is, as expected, far lower than for the levels models but the OECD estimates are totally

statistically insignificant. The coefficients for the non-OECD and World models are significant at the

10% level and above. These models exhibit moderate positive serial correlation. The rates of

technical change in the first difference results are about twice as great as in the levels results. The

turning points are less extreme than for the levels estimates but the non-OECD and World turning

points are still above the incomes levels of all countries except 1960s Kuwait while the OECD

turning point is well within sample.



c. Monte Carlo Analyses

Further insight can be gained from a Monte Carlo study that assumes that the data generating

process is a single global EKC. The differences between the estimated parameters using this artificial

data and the parameters estimated using real data can throw further light on the reasons why the

global EKC model fails.

We generated data for four alternative artificial models: a model with different country and time

intercepts, a model with just different intercepts for each country, a model with just different

intercepts for each time period, and a model with a single global intercept. In each case we used the

global fixed effects parameter estimates and actual observations on GDP per capita to generate the

deterministic part of the model. Note that the estimated fixed country effects have, by construction,2

a very low correlation with the GDP variables: .05693 and .06458 with ln(GDP/P) and ln(GDP/P)2.

The time effects have a stronger correlation with the untransformed income variables: -0.189559

and -0.190732 respectively. Thus, at least in the case of the country fixed effects the difference

between the turning points in the simulation and in the data reflects in part the effect of correlation

between the true effects and the income variables.

To the deterministic part we added normally distributed random errors with the same standard

deviation as the estimated residuals in the global model. In each case we generated 500 data sets of

2294 observations each. We estimated 3 regressions with each data set - World, OECD, and non-

OECD, using each of the two methods - fixed effects and random effects. In total we estimated

12000 regressions. The results are presented in Table 4 in terms of median estimated turning points.

This statistic is chosen because of the presence of a few outliers in each model's set of results.

The model that best reproduces the data is the country and time intercepts model. The random

effects estimates show a substantially lower turning point for the OECD countries, and a slightly

higher turning point for the non-OECD countries relative to the World as a whole. The fixed effects

estimate shows less variation among the subsamples but the OECD subsample still exhibits a lower

turning point. The time intercepts only model also shows a substantially depressed turning point

estimate for the OECD using the random effects model but differences across subsamples are

smaller. The other two intercept treatments show far less inconsistency and more equal turning

points across samples.

These results show that even when a single stochastic time trend is forced on the World as a whole

but different intercepts, which are uncorrelated with GDP, are allowed in different countries

differences emerge between the turning point estimates in the subsamples. But these differences are

                                                
2 The country effects are orthogonal to the transformed GDP variables used in the fixed effects regression.



smaller than in the true data. This shows that the correlation between the true country effects and

GDP and differences between the true time trends and the true income parameters across countries

account for most but not all of the lower turning point in the OECD and higher turning point in the

rest of the World.

The explanation for the differences between the country and time intercepts Monte Carlo results and

the country intercepts only might be because GDP has been more consistently trending up in the

OECD countries than in the developing countries in the sample. The average growth rate of income

per capita in the OECD was 2.9% with a standard deviation of 2.9% while in the non-OECD it was

1.9% with a standard deviation of 6.6%.

It might be suggested that the global model's failure is due to there being different EKCs in different

regions - i.e. different slope parameter estimates and not due to omitted variables. This might explain

why the random effects estimator is consistent for the OECD countries as a group (though it is still

inconsistent for the non-OECD countries group). A Monte Carlo analysis of this hypothesis uses the

parameter estimates from the two subsamples to generate the data set and then fixed and random

effects global regressions are estimated using the joint dataset. The median Hausman statistic is

7.4994 which is significant at 2.35%. Note that though the country and time effects used in the

simulated data in each subsample are relatively uncorrelated with GDP in that subsample, there is a

correlation in the dataset as a whole.

4. Individual Country EKC Estimates

The results in the previous section show that no simple global EKC exists. However, the division

between OECD and non-OECD subsamples is essentially arbitrary and as shown by, for example,

the presence of severe serial correlation, these subsamples are still far too pooled. In this section we

examine the adequacy of different EKC models in each individual country as an explanation of

emissions in those countries. In addition we can throw further light on the reasons why the global

EKC is inadequate.

For each country we estimated two specifications for the determination of per capita emissions: one

quadratic in per capita income, the other quadratic in the logarithms of per capita income. A linear

time trend was also included in both cases. At face value the results were very mixed, with no

obvious patterns emerging in relation to the level of per capita income, geographical location etc.

Table 5. summarizes the results for the 20 countries for which the EKC hypothesis could be strongly

supported - the coefficients of the two income variables are correctly signed and significant in both

specifications. In 14 countries the time trend is significant in both specifications, and in 11 of these

the coefficient on this variable is negative. A positive intercept in the levels specification implies that



there are emissions of sulfur when no economic activity occurs and is therefore ruled out on

theoretical grounds. On the other hand, a negative intercept is possible. At very low levels of income

no coal or oil is used and no metal smelting is carried out. Only after a minimum threshold level of

income is exceeded might these activities take off. Therefore emissions for a range of extremely low

incomes can be approximated by a negative intercept. The only positive levels intercept reported in

Table 5. is not significantly different from zero.

For the 15 countries in Table 6. the results of one of the two specifications support the EKC

hypothesis (8 of the logarithmic models and 7 of the levels models) while the results using the other

specification do not. For 10 of these countries the corresponding turning point is outside the sample

range for per capita income. As in Table 5., turning points outside the sample occur for both OECD

and non-OECD countries. For 5 countries the levels intercept is positive and significant.

Table 7. lists the 24 countries for which the EKC hypothesis is unequivocally rejected, in that the

income coefficients are incorrectly signed in both the levels and logarithms specifications. In 14

cases both specifications involve significant coefficients on income terms. The direction of the time

trends is mixed - 8 positive, 10 negative.

These tables do not account for 15 countries where the income coefficients were correctly signed in

one or both specifications, but were not, where correctly signed, significant. This group included 4

OECD countries - Austria, Australia, Belgium and Denmark.

The Durbin Watson statistics on the whole showed no autocorrelation or moderate serial

correlation. In only one country was the cointegration hypothesis rejected. So while the EKC model

provides an adequate explanation of the data in most cases the great variation in parameter

estimates suggests that the results are not very meaningful.

The results for individual country regressions can be summarized in the joint distribution of the

regression parameters - that is the distribution of the four regression parameters when the 74

countries are treated as observations. Initially we planned to test whether the parameters in each

country's regression all came from the same distribution and therefore whether a single regression

model was valid. However, we soon realized that there were very strong correlations between the

four parameters as shown in Table 8. This meant that looking at histograms for individual parameters

makes little sense. In fact the correlations between the constant and the two GDP parameters are

close to 1 or -1. The trend parameter is not closely correlated with the others. The larger the

constant is, the greater in absolute value are both the GDP parameters. The absolute values of the

two GDP coefficients also covary strongly and positively. These correlations are a similar

phenomenon to the inconsistency of the random effects models discussed in the previous section. In

this case, though, the correlation is between the intercepts and the coefficients of the GDP variables



while in the previous section the relevant correlation was between the intercepts and the GDP

variables themselves. Most of the EKC effect is taken up by the individual country means and the

GDP parameters in the individual country regressions then adjust to cope with these different

intercepts. Basic differences between countries are much more important in explaining the EKC than

is growth within countries. We also tested the goodness of fit of the 74 regressions versus the global

model with a linear time trend and fixed country effects - a test of variation in the slope parameters

but not the intercepts. The test statistic is distributed as F(219, 296) and has a value of 17.59741

which is significant at any level (i.e. 0.0000) rejecting the null that the slopes are the same in the

global model and the individual country regressions.

5. Conclusions

Our results show that estimating an EKC using data for only the OECD countries, as has often been

the case, leads to estimates where the turning point is biased downwards relative to emissions

reduction possibilities suggested by the EKC estimated using data for the World as a whole. This

high global turning point suggests that trade effects could be important. OECD countries have higher

emissions reduction possibilities because they can outsource dirty production to the rest of the

World through trade specialization. The estimated turning points in individual countries (Tables 5 and

6) are often even lower. Our analysis was aimed at finding purely statistical evidence for or against

this proposition. This appears to be due to the omission of two classes of variables: a) serially

correlated, integrated, and/or trending variables global variables that correlate with the more

consistent economic growth seen in OECD countries b) variables that differ between countries

whose means in each country are correlated with mean GDP in those countries. Some of the latter

class of variable may also be time dependent. As shown by the Monte Carlo analysis, this latter

class of variables seems most important in explaining the relatively lower turning point estimated

using samples of OECD countries and therefore in explaining the previously reported EKC for

sulfur. Global macro-economic trends or shocks do seem less important. The results do not support

the notion that the oil crises of the 1970s are important in explaining the EKC relationship.

We emphasize, that the solution to these problems is not just the use of more widely representative

databases such as the ASL database. The tests reported in the paper show that this global model is

fundamentally misspecified.

Though the econometrics in this paper provide a number of insights into the nature of the relationship

between sulfur emissions and income, our point can also be made by just graphing the data for pairs

of economies at similar income levels (Figure 3). Australia and the United Kingdom have similar

levels of income and saw a similar increase in income per capita from 1960 to 1990. However, their

resource endowments and the changes in their economic structure over time are very different. In

the figure we see a steep decline in British emissions and slight increase in Australian emissions. The



difference in total emissions would be even more striking due to relatively rapid population growth in

Australia. Differences between countries seem more important than growth within countries in

generating the EKC phenomenon. As we argued in our 1996 paper (Stern et al., 1996):

"We believe that a more fruitful approach to the analysis of the relationship between

economic growth and environmental impact would be the examination of the

historical experience of individual countries, using econometric and also qualitative

historical analysis. " (1159).



Appendix: Data Sources

Sulfur Emissions ASL and Associates (1997).

GDP GDP in real 1990 international dollars from the Penn World Table. Data available for 1960-

1990 for most countries. Missing data extrapolated using growth rates of GDP in constant domestic

prices from International Financial Statistics  and other sources.

Population Same sources as GDP.

List of Countries

OECD

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan,

Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,

U.K., U.S.A., West. Germany

Non-OECD

Algeria, Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,

Egypt, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Kenya, Korea,

Kuwait, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nicaragua,

Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Romania, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Syria,

Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad&Tobago, Tunisia, Uruguay, U.S.S.R., Venezuela, Yugoslavia,

Zaire, Zambia, Zimbabwe
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Table 1 Sulfur EKC Studies

Authors Turning

Point

Emis. or

Concs.

PPP Additional Variables Data

Source for

Sulfur

Time

Period

Countries/cities

Cole et al., 1997 $6,900 Emis. Yes Country dummy,

technology level

OECD 1970-92 11 OECD countries

Grossman and

Krueger, 1991

$4,000-

5,000

Concs. No Locational dummies,

population density,

trend

GEMS 1977, ‘82,

‘88

Up to 52 cities

in up to 32

countries

Kaufmann et

al., 1998

$12346 Concs. Yes GDP/Area, steel

exports/GDP

UN 1974-1989 13 developed

and 10

developing

countries

Panayotou,

1993, 1995

$2,894 Emis. No - Own

estimates

from fuel

use data

1987-88 55 developed

and developing

countries

Panayotou,

1997

$5,000 Concs. No Population density,

policy variables

GEMS 1982-84 Cities in 30

developed and

developing

countries

Selden and

Song, 1994

$8,709-

8,901

Emis. Yes Population density WRI -

primarily

OECD

source

1979-81,82-

87

22 OECD and 8

developing

countries

Shafik, 1994 $3,670 Concs. Yes Time trend, locational

dummies

GEMS 1972-88 47 Cities in 31

Countries

Torras and

Boyce, 1996

$3,890 Concs. Yes Income inequality,

literacy, political and

civil rights, urbanisation,

locational dummies

GEMS 1977-91 Unknown

number of cities

in 42 countries

This study $78703 Emis. Yes Time and country effects ASL 1960-1990 74 developed

and developing

countries



Table 2. Regression Results

Region World OECD Non-OECD

Model Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Constant 12.2076

(15.83771)

-2.8244

(-18.0394)

-0.9707

(10.8111)

ln GDP/P 3.8465

(10.7783)

3.6339

(10.24861)

12.1102

(15.5903)

12.1351

(16.2947)

3.4391

(7.2622)

2.8989

(6.3659)

(ln GDP/P)2 -0.1706

(-8.1314)

-0.1624

(-7.70067)

-0.6631

(-14.2225)

-0.6648

(-15.6785)

-0.1458

(-5.1862)

-0.1188

(-4.3092)

Adjusted R2 0.1427 0.1521 0.3033 0.3130 0.1408 0.1470

Hausman

Test

9.5784

(0.0083)

0.0184

(0.9908)

10.7220

(0.0047)

Durbin

Watson

0.350869 0.345299 0.2771 0.284180 0.355288 0.347451

Turning Point 78703 72399 9239 9201 131867 199539

Chow F Test 9.9951

(0.0176)

6.5972

(0.0377)
Figures for parentheses are t statistics for regressions coefficients and significance levels for the
Hausman. Turning points in real 1990 purchasing power parity US dollars.



Table 3. First Differences Regression Results

Region World OECD Non-OECD

Constant -0.0313

(-1.7291)

-0.0160

(-0.3567)

-0.0336

(1.6123)

ln GDP/P 8.5129

(3.9552)

10.3325

(0.8092)

8.3778

(3.6877)

(ln GDP/P)2 -0.4232

(-3.1474)

-0.5470

(-0.8092)

-0.4129

(-2.8735)

Adjusted R2 0.0200 -0.0013 0.0290

Durbin

Watson

2.9691 2.9992 2.9537

Turning Point 23343 12652 25453
Figures for parentheses are t statistics for regressions coefficients. Turning points in real 1990
purchasing power parity US dollars.



Table 4. Monte Carlo Analysis

Intercept

Treatment

Single Intercept Country Intercepts

Only

Time Intercepts

Only

Country and Time

Intercepts

Model Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Fixed

Effects

Random

Effects

Region

OECD 68194 75575 66192 78387 60353 39721 60370 16768

Non-

OECD

77872 78198 77890 85261 83911 81732 79951 99574

World 77566 78262 78126 83386 79907 77292 81430 76812

Figures are the median of the turning points. All figures in real 1990 purchasing power parity US

dollars.



Table 5. Countries with correctly signed and significant income parameters in both level

and logarithm specifications

Country Time Trendsa Turning Pointsb

Levels/Logarithms

Levels Interceptc

Non-OECD
Kenya Both negative 839/833 Negative*

Madagascar Both positive 1273*/1422* Negative*

Tanzania Levels negative 502/507 Negative*

Tunisia 1520/1665 Positive

Zimbabwe 1249/1238 Negative*

Barbados 9274*/6489 Negative*

Honduras Both negative 1401/1413 Negative*

Bolivia Both negative 1967/2215* Negative*

Malaysia Logarithms positive 3574/2364 Negative

Philipines Both negative 1850/1874 Negative*

Singapore Both positive 8480/3431 Negative*

Sri Lanka Both positive 1302/1420 Negative

OECD
USA Both negative 18561*/22326* Negative*

Finland 10994/10982 Negative

West Germany Both negative 13077/13723 Negative

Italy Both negative 15292*/60943* Negative*

Luxemburg Both negative 13995/15142 Negative*

Norway Both negative 11325/12787 Negative*

Switzerland Both negative 15875/15489 Negative*

New Zealand Both negative 10808/10535 Negative*

a: Where significant at 5%

b: * indicates outside sample range

c:  * indicates significant at 5%



Table 6. Countries with correctly signed income parameters significant in one specification

Country Specification Trenda Turning Pointb Levels

Interceptc

Non-OECD
Guatemala Logarithms Negative 257 Negative*

Nicaragua Logarithms Negative 1550 Positive

Trinidad Logarithms Negative 9838 Negative

Colombia Levels Positive 3360* Positive*

Indonesia Logarithms Negative 2186* Negative

Korea Levels 7838* Negative

Thailand Logarithms Negative 4941* Positive

Czechoslovakia Levels 4433* Positive*

Romania Logarithms Positive 2281* Positive*

USSR Levels Negative 9517* Positive

OECD
Japan Levels Negative 15521* Negative*

France Levels Negative 28720* Negative*

Spain Logarithms Positive 4412 Positive*

Sweden Logarithms Positive 8404 Positive*

Canada Levels Negative 22067* Negative*

a: Where significant at 5%

b: * indicates outside sample range

c:  * indicates significant at 5%



Table 7. Countries with incorrectly signed income parameters in both levels and logarithmic

specifications

Country Specification with significant

coefficients
Trenda

Non-OECD
Algeria Both

Egypt Logarithms

South Africa Positive, both

Zambia Levels Negative, both

Mexico Both Positive, both

Argentina Negative, both

Brazil

Chile Both Positive, both

Peru Negative, both

Venezuela Negative, both

Hong Kong Both

India Both Positive, both

Iran Negative, both

Kuwait Both

Mynamar Both Negative, both

Syria Both Positive, both

Cyprus Both Negative, both

Turkey Both Positive, both

Yugoslavia Both Positive, both

OECD
Greece Both Positive, both

Ireland

The Netherlands Both Negative, both

Portugal Both Negative, both

United Kingdom Negative, both

a: Where significant at 5%



Table 8. Correlations between Parameters in Individual Country Regressions

Constant ln GDP/P (ln GDP/P)2 Trend

Constant 1 -0.9911 0.9620 -0.0176

ln GDP/P -0.9911 1 -0.9897 0.0261

(ln GDP/P)2 0.9620 -0.9897 1 -0.0504

Trend -0.0176 0.0261 -0.0504 1



Figure 1 Complete Data Set
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Figure 2. Fixed Time Effects for World, OECD, and non-OECD EKCs
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Figure 3. Sulfur Emissions for Australia and United Kingdom
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